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• The dollar is having a difficult time finding demand on Tuesday with market participants

reassessing their positions ahead of Wednesday's all-important Fed policy announcements. The

US economic docket will feature the ISM's Manufacturing PMI survey for October and JOLTS

Job Openings data for September.

• During the Asian trading hours, the Caixin Manufacturing PMI data for China improved to 49.2 in

October from 48.1 in September and this reading came in slightly above the market expectation of

49.

• Following its November policy meeting, the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) announced early

Tuesday that it hiked its policy rate by 25 basis points (bps) to 2.85% from 2.6% as expected.

• It's worth noting that the data published by Eurostat on Monday showed that inflation in Europe,

as measured by the Harmonized Index of Consumer Prices (HICP), jumped to 10.7% in October

from 9.9% in September. Furthermore, Europe's economy grew at an annualized rate of 2.1% in

the third quarter following the 4.1% expansion recorded in the second quarter.
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EURUSD

 EUR/USD failed to capitalize on hot inflation data from the euro area on Monday. However, the

main pair prints mild gains around 0.9900 amid broad-based selling pressure surrounding the

greenback during early Tuesday.

 The major currency pair’s latest rebound could be linked to the recently softer US data that

pushed US dollar traders to weigh on Fed’s announcements, given the already priced-in 75 bps

rate hike. Also keeping the quote’s upside intact could halt in the US Treasury yields’ run-up

and mixed comments from US President Joe Biden and Russian leader Vladimir Putin.

 For more upside, bulls need to surpass the 0.9950 hurdle, which will send the pair to October 28

high around 1.0000. A breach of the latter will drive the major to the resistance of 1.0050,

followed by previous week's high around 1.0100. Meanwhile, the support of 0.9850 will restrict

immediate EUR/USD downside before directing the bears to October 24 low, surrounding

0.9800.
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 The GBP/USD pair is making a minor recovery attempt heading into Tuesday’s European session

after a sheer rebound from 1.1600.

 UK’s novel leadership is putting blood and sweat to curb the debt crisis. In an article written by

Financial Times on Monday, Treasury insiders said that UK PM Rishi Sunak and Chancellor

Jeremy Hunt had agreed that “those with the broadest shoulders should be asked to bear the

greatest burden”, and everybody’s taxes would go up.

 For more upside, bulls need to surpass the resistance of 1.1600, which will send the pair to

September 13 high at 1.1740. On the contrary, the bears could aim the broken upper line of

symmetrical triangle near 1.1380 as an immediate target during further losses.
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 USD/JPY seesaws around 148.40 on Tuesday, after a brief rise above crucial resistance the

previous day. The yen pair dropped notably during the initial Asian session amid headlines from

Japan, as well as due to the US dollar’s retreat and sluggish Treasury bond yields.

 “Japan's currency interventions have been stealth operations in order to maximize the effects of

its forays into the market, Finance Minister Shunichi Suzuki said on Tuesday, after the

government spent a record $43 billion supporting the yen last month,” reported Reuters.

 The sellers need to conquer the support of 147.50 to accelerate the downfall towards the lower

band of the 4-hour bullish channel near 146.50. Alternatively, a sustained move above the

150.00 resistance will send the asset to October 21 high, around 152.00.
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XAUUSD

 XAU/USD pares daily losses around $1,637 heading into Tuesday’s European session. In doing

so, the yellow metal cheers the US dollar pullback, as well as sluggish Treasury yields.

 Elsewhere, reports suggesting an increase in gold demand also underpin the XAU/USD run-up.

“A report by the World Gold Council (WGC) showed the global gold demand in the third quarter

rose 28% from the same period in 2021, bolstered by record buying by central banks, although

there was a notable contraction in investment demand,” stated Reuters.

 A sustained move above the $1,640 level will send the precious metal to $1,650, followed by the

downtrend line near $1,660. Meanwhile, the support of $ 1,628 will restrict immediate Gold's

downside ahead of challenging September 28 low around $1,615.
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 US stocks closed lower on Monday as investors assessed the possibility of the Federal Reserve

signaling this week a slowdown in the pace of interest rate hikes from December.

 The S&P 500 dropped 0.75% to 3,871.97. Communication services saw the biggest drop among

sectors, followed by technology and utilities, while energy was the sole gainer.

 Wynn Resorts shares surged 9.6%, the most on the S&P 500 index, after Houston Rockets

basketball team owner Tilman Fertitta disclosed in a regulatory filing a 6.1% stake in the casino

operator. The worst performer on the index was Global Payments, down 8.8%, after the company

trimmed its 2022 earnings outlook.

 That said, the bulls could aim the level of 3,950 as an immediate target during the further

advances. However, the top of the 4-hour bullish channel at 4,000 will be a tough nut to crack for

the pair bulls afterward. Meanwhile, downside moves remain elusive until the index stays above

the support of 3,800.
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